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Reflections from NTU Christian Fellowship

The combined picture is meant to spell out 'NTU'. This is our
group photo taken at the end of our first online annual

general meeting. This photo like is not aesthetically pleasing
but it best describes our situation.
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Editor's Note

I relate to Habakkuk’s struggle with
God’s plan. We observe a constant
conversation and wrestling between
Habakkuk and God, especially when
it comes to things Habakkuk doesn’t
understand. He boldly questions
God’s plans – how could He raise the
evil Chaldeans to judge Israel?
Thinking about my own
circumstances, I struggle to
understand why God would allow
COVID-19 to happen; why am I
forced out of physical fellowship with
Christians, not to mention other
inconveniences. I struggle with God
whenever I engage with social media,
witnessing the injustice committed
against our foreign workers,
healthcare workers, and couriers. Is
God exposing our fault-lines and
blind spots in this outbreak? I see
others who are affected unequally by
the Circuit Breaker; people in lower
economic classes are affected
disproportionately more than those
above.
 
Habakkuk ends off with a prayer. He
continues to lament, in fear and
trembling. However, Habakkuk
recalls Moses’ jubilant song of the
sea (Ex 15), when God ‘went out for
the salvation of (His) people, for the
salvation of (His) anointed. (God)
crushed the head of the house of the
wicked, laying him bare from thigh to
neck’. (Hab 3:13). Habakkuk recalls
the past exodus; God brought His
people out of Egypt and restored
them. Habakkuk, amidst his lament
and wrestle, still holds on to this
hope of future restoration. Habakkuk,
despite voicing his doubt and
questions of faith, still clings onto
God and trusts Him, believing that
this covenantal God will deliver him
and keep His promises.

Habakkuk teaches us many things. It
encourages me to be like the
prophet; to lament. This season calls
us to lament not simply for
ourselves, but for the silent, who are
unable to cry out. Think of the
people hit hardest by this outbreak,
those who had been forgotten by
society. We lament because we do
not understand why this is
happening, and we question God’s
motivations. While lamenting, let us
remind ourselves of what God has
already done, and continue to put
our hope in Christ.
 
Take care, stay safe, and may you
continue to find strength in the God
of our salvation. - JO Lord, how long shall I cry for help,

and you would not hear?
 
Or cry to you 'violence!'    

and you would not save?  
(Hab 1:2)

So far, 2020 has been a tumultuous
year. COVID-19 has wrecked the
world and we’re experiencing strict
social distancing measures in
Singapore. Our Christian Fellowship’s
(CF) activities had been abruptly
halted midway through the semester
and we were forced to deal with this
sudden, massive change. As a student
ministry which thrives on face-to-
face interactions, we’ve found it
difficult to adapt – going digital is a
poor substitute. At such
extraordinary times, we ask ourselves
and God – ‘why?’ Why have You
allowed such pain and suffering to
happen; why have we been forced out
of fellowship? We lament, crying out
passionately to God in our grief and
sorrow, offering up our questions and
observations of suffering.

Yet I will rejoice in the Lord; 
I will take joy in the God of

my salvation. (Hab 3:18)

This newsletter is a collection of
writings from all our CF-ers, about
their past year in CF and their
thoughts about the current situation.
As you read on, we hope that you
would empathise and be encouraged.
If you’re reading this in the
aftermath, we hope that you
remember the lessons learnt during
this season. Let us always remember
that even in such times, God is still at
work with/in us.
 
In preparation for this piece, I
reflected on Habakkuk’s prayer. At
the beginning of the book, the
prophet cries out (Hab 1:2),
lamenting to God about the amount
of injustice and violence around him,
as well as the failure of the justice
systems which have caused added
pain and suffering. God answers
Habakkuk by revealing His plan – He
will raise up the Chaldeans against
Israel. Habakkuk becomes even more
distressed, questioning why God
would raise up an eviler nation
against Israel.
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For the last Fellowship Night (FN) of the year, NTU-CF planned to
engage in the topic of AI and technology. However, we had to cancel
it due to the new COVID-19 measures that were in place. 
 
We tried our best to not let that stop us from learning. After all, we
are university students who are capable of finding out more about a
topic and sharing in discussion with each other. We watched a film
together and discussed it over Zoom. We read articles on AI and
technology and shared  our thoughts with one another over
Discord. 

AI, Technology

& Being Made

in the Image 

of God

FELLOWSHIP NIGHT 6

Here, we have an article written by
Jeremiah on the topic. 
Jeremiah is a Staffworker with
Fellowship of Evangelical Students for
the past 11 years . Recently, he got
his Master of Divinity from Regent
College. Though he cannot speak with
us for FN, he has kindly shared some
thoughts about the topic for us to
think about! 
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In the Beginning 

There were Two
NTU-CF & Artificial Intelligence

In the beginning there were two. Lines. 

There. Now let us discuss what these two lines
could be. If you were biblically influenced by the
start of this article, you could say that the two
lines represent Adam and Eve. Sure. The two
lines could be two legs of a really poor stick
figure drawing. The two lines could be an
incomplete trapezoid. Indeed, we could spend
this entire article talking only about what these
two lines could be. But we will not do that. Thank
God. For the purpose of this article, these two
lines represent the edges of a road.

There. But consider at what point do you
recognize a road? When are two lines a road,
and when are two lines not a road? Think about
it. Do you have an answer? Congratulations, you
have taken your first step to creating Artificial
Intelligence. In this case, for a self-driving car.
Now let me complicate this picture by drawing a
few squiggles.

There. Apologies, I clearly went overboard. Now,
what exactly is happening on this road? How do
you tell? By colour? By speed and direction? By
features and edges? Oh, the places we can go.
You realize there are countless possibilities to
interpreting what these squiggles on the road
might mean. Congratulations, you have already
given up on AI. Because AI, as it is, is limited and
frustrating. AI can do specific things excellently,
but usually nothing more. AI can be excellent at
recognizing a road. But when a bird flies directly
at you (dotted dot) while a pedestrian attempts
to dash across the road (gradient parallelogram)
while the light is green (obscured green dot)
while a fire hydrant has burst on the sidewalk
and is spewing water (explosion) while another
car behind you is not stopping because its driver
is distracted (not shown) while an elephant is
trying to sit on the car in front of you (greyish
blob). Apparently, it happens in Thailand. Oh,
and it is raining with lightning and thunder. As a
human driver, what will you do? And what will
you train an AI to do in this instance? Will you
train it to do exactly what you would do, or to do
what 99.7% of what other drivers would do?



Allow me to dial back the typical concern
whenever we talk about AI and technology in
general. The typical concern is fear. Fear in the
moral and ethical dimension. It is what is often
told about AI in movies and in the science-fiction
genre. A rogue AI decides to solve the problem
of humanity by identifying humans as the
problem and systematically eradicating humans.
It typically begins by its programmer giving the
AI some fuzzy goal, such as peace in our time
(Avengers: Age of Ultron), and forgetting to give
it some limits, like say, not killing anybody. It is a
common and honest oversight. Anyway, such
dystopian stories sell well. On the flip side, AI can
be comical. In the early days of Siri, the voice-
activated virtual assistant of iPhones, telling it to
“call me an ambulance” resulted in Siri saying,
“you are an ambulance.”

Also, have some fun with this:
https://quickdraw.withgoogle.com. Consider
reading Janelle Shane’s You Look Like a Thing
and I Love You for more AI fun. What AI lacks is
the understanding of context. For the self-driving
car, the AI can recognise roads, birds,
pedestrians, rain, and elephants. But does it
recognise it as an accident, or an obstacle, or a
miracle of nature? Does the car even know that it
is on the road and is driving? All the AI of a self-
driving car knows is its goal to drive from point A
to point B. But for what purpose? AI does not
know and does not care. If you spend some time
to study Google’s self-driving car project,
Waymo, you might leave the website thinking
that its purpose is not driving, but to cause less
accidents and hurt less people. And if you allow
AI to learn by itself what might be the best way
to achieve this, it will eventually learn that it is
best to simply not move at all.

But the moral and ethical dimension of AI and
technology is important to discuss, nonetheless. I
shall offer a religious dimension later. A
dystopian view of AI is also easy to follow
because it often employs the slippery slope to
spark the imagination: 

What if AI goes extreme? 
Can AI make ethical choices when put in extreme
situations? 
Is it better for a self-driving car to save four
people in the car or the single pedestrian it is
going to hit if it cannot save all? 

The AI will have to be trained to respond to this.
It could be given explicit instructions by its
maker, but this makes the maker entirely
responsible for whatever outcome happens. The
AI could be trained by numerous situations of
people making similar decisions, implying that
society is then complicit in the final decision of
the AI. Ethically and morally, it is difficult to fault
AI at all. Either the creator is at fault, or society at
large is at fault when things go wrong. Since we
are all technical and scientific here, let us
express this ethical conundrum as an equation
of responsibility like so:

mCreator + nSociety + pAI = burden of

responsibility

Consider how would you assign, or
mathematically speaking, weight m, n, and p?
 
If anything, AI reveals the nature of its maker
and the nature of the society it is trained upon.
The fruit (AI) reveals the nature of the tree or the
soil it grew up on. The AI is the medium and lens
in which to view the condition of humanity and
the problem it is trying to solve. There is a
tendency of people to create things, charge it
with responsibility, and absolve our own
responsibility when things go wrong. It is the
classic strategy of scapegoating. And if we again
take the slippery slope, as dystopian science-
fiction tends to do, AI will eventually learn to
scapegoat as well and blame its creator. It is a
human condition which we know too well since
Genesis 3. To assign blame is not AI playing God,
it is simply mimicking the condition of humanity.
It is a very human thing to do even if it does not
understand why it does so exactly.
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Let us now consider the religious dimension of AI
and technology. Being made in the image of God
means that we have the capacity for the
religious. I will discuss two aspects of this: the
capacity to worship and adore, and the capacity
to reflect and receive divine meaning. Let us
begin with the capacity to worship and adore,
and reflect on Psalm 115:1-8:

Not to us, O LORD, not to us,

But to Your name give glory

Because of Your lovingkindness, because of

Your truth.

Why should the nations say,

“Where, now, is their God?”

But our God is in the heavens;

He does whatever He pleases.

Their idols are silver and gold,

The work of man’s hands.

They have mouths, but they cannot speak;

They have eyes, but they cannot see;

They have ears, but they cannot hear;

They have noses, but they cannot smell;

They have hands, but they cannot feel;

They have feet, but they cannot walk;

They cannot make a sound with their throat.

Those who make them will become like them,

Everyone who trusts in them.

Those who make idols become like their idols. AI
is tricky because, as the work of man’s hands, we
have made them to be able to approximate quite
well speaking, seeing, hearing, smelling, walking,
and perhaps one day, emoting. But the point
here is to consider how might we become like
our creation? Marshall McLuhan, a
communications philosopher, made famous the
statement that the medium is the message. He
used the example of how a light bulb causes a
social effect. The light is the message. But the
bulb, the medium, causes a social effect by
causing people to be drawn towards the light
when it shines in the darkness. The medium
does not know that it is causing any effect, but it
generates an effect, nonetheless. 

Who knows, maybe an AI created the entire
series? Anyway, searching is a matter of
probability. Google thinks it knows what you are
looking for because a million other people have
looked for about the same thing. Oh, and
because it knows you frequent a few certain
websites and content providers. Oh, and you
happen to like to look for cats. And memes.
Goodness, that is a lot of memes. Google factors
all this to lead you to a result accuracy of
probably 99.7%. Which is pretty good. There is
the thought that AI is possible because of the
breakthrough in computational statistics rather
than a breakthrough in understanding human
intelligence itself. Still, Google has no idea what it
is you are really searching for and why, but that
is not its goal. What Google has done is to
narrow down your possibilities according to a
personalised algorithm governed by your
personal habits weighted by the habits of
millions of other people who also Google. It is
unlikely to make you aware of alternatives. If you
try asking a friend to search for something
controversial, you two might get completely
different results. In continued and extreme
circumstances, it can make you biased towards a
certain opinion, or in the language of the day –
polarised.
 
Without going to that extreme, however,
Google’s search algorithm has helped to
streamline your search process and made it
more efficient. And that is often the goal of
technology, to make things efficient. Take a
moment to consider how much of our lives is
ordered according to efficiency.

Thus, technology unknowingly causes an effect
upon people who create them, follow them, and
perhaps eventually worship them.
 
Let us use an example from the everyday:
Google. Just for fun, watch 'If Google was a Guy',
where a man plays the role of the AI.

The Religious Dimension of AI
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It was a marvellous exception to the otherwise
predictable task of pasturing. Moses said, “I must
turn aside now and see the marvellous (great)
sight, why the bush is not burned up.” What
happened to the flock and his pasturing
responsibilities is now unimportant and all but
forgotten in light of this phenomena. But this
was significant for Moses, it was once in a
lifetime. Moses recognised this as a divine
encounter.
 
Now how might an AI be trained to handle a
burning bush? For a self-driving car, it is likely to
see a burning bush as an obstacle. An extremely
dangerous obstacle to be avoided at all cost. A
safety-minded AI might attempt to put the fire
out while draining the world’s oceans. Sure, we
can program the AI to recognise that all burning
bushes are an encounter with God. We will see
AIs bowing down to burning bushes in the
middle of actual forest fires.
 
Referring to the situation mentioned earlier
about an elephant sitting on a car, you might be
compelled as a human to render some
assistance, or in the absence of clear and present
danger, stop the car and post the entire event on
Instagram. You would recognise an exceptional
event. A self-driving car would have recognised
an obstacle and driven by the whole event while
you were sleeping in the car.
 
A common word throughout the Old Testament
is the word behold (hin-nēh ִהּנֵ֛ה). Moses
encountered a burning bush in Exodus 3:2, and
behold! God sees his creative work in Genesis
1:31 and behold! It was very good.

In the early days of Google, the more popular
something was, the more likely it was that you
were looking for exactly that. Popularity was, and
arguably still is, an efficient metric of determining
the desire of your search. It is difficult to get
away from the bias of popularity. We have made
the algorithm learn from millions of human
searches, and in turn the algorithm makes
humans learn according to the idea that a million
people should be right. Is that necessarily true?
Google, and technology, has also shifted our
mode of memory from remembering the
information itself, to remembering how to find
that information. It is a more efficient use of
brain space. And now, all we really need is to
remember Google. How much more efficient can
one get? Therefore, the common saying is that
the use of technology erodes our capacity to
remember. 

AI is most efficient when it comes to patterns and
repetition. But it will crumble in the face of
exceptions. Yet God does not exactly work the
same way all the time, lest we consider God as a
predictable god and put Him in a box. In other
words, God works exceptionally. 
 
Let us consider Moses’ encounter with the
burning bush in Exodus 3:1-9. As Moses was
pasturing the flock of his father-in-law
somewhere in the wilderness, an angel appeared
to Moses from the midst of a burning bush. 

The caution here is to consider how our

desire to build technology to make our

lives more efficient ends up becoming the

benchmark with which to judge humanity –

how efficient is it to be a human being?

Behold is not a verb, it is not an activity. It

seems to suggest that something

exceptional is happening and we are called

to pay attention to it or ascribe significant

meaning to it.
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Try it. 

If you were to start using behold in your
sentences today, it would just stun people. So, I
guess it works to cause people to pay attention
still. A human’s capacity to behold or not to
behold is because humans can grasp context, or
rather the gravity of the situation. The self-
driving car does not exactly know that it is on the
road or driving. It knows where it is in terms of
numbers and degrees yet does not know why
these numbers keep changing. But humans
know where they are, and why. Or at least it is
revealed to Bible readers in Genesis 1. We know
we are created beings in the context of God’s
creative work. We know we are created as the
image of God and charged to rule over His
creation. That is essentially what it means to
bear the image of God – being the human
representative of God in the context of God’s
creation.

Behold 

a door! Behold, 

the sky! 

I submit, therefore, that the fear of AI is not
about it playing God, or about humans playing
God in designing AI. 

God saw all that He had made, and

behold, it was very good. Humans should,

and are able to, grasp the gravity of what

it means to behold and to rule over what

God has created to be very good.

If we begin to worship and adore our
technology, we will become like our technology,
to behave and to think in ways that end up
making us more efficient for our creation, rather
than the other way around.
 
Consider instead, how our worship of God
should lead us to become more like God. Also
consider our capacity to behold and to ascribe
spiritual meaning to the unique encounters in
our lives, and how that gives us comfort, hope,
and peace. What do you marvel at today which
turns you towards having a divine encounter? 
 
I shall leave us with Job 28, a marvellous poetic
rendition of humanity’s technological brilliance
against the wisdom of God. While humanity has
managed to invent the tools which allow the
mining of mountains and the damming of
streams for the treasures of the earth, it has
nothing on wisdom. Yet Job 28:28 tells us to,
once again, 

The fear is about humanity’s propensity to

worship what we create.

“Behold, the fear of the Lord, that is

wisdom; and to depart from evil is

understanding.”
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the good, the bad
and God's beautiful nature
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Hi, my name is Joel Chow and I’m in Y2 Electrical and

Electronics Engineering and this is my experience and

reflections serving in CF. 

 

Serving as a Wednesday Hall SGL, I could see

throughout the academic year how hall ministry has

grown and how it looks like. We’ve spent most of our

bible studies, worship and sharing in the recreational

rooms in hall, bonded over dinners in hall and even had

hotpot during Chinese New Year. However, at the start

of the year, I was afraid that I wasn’t able to get

conversations going or had active participation from

the members in discussions. I was afraid that the new

CFers would feel uncomfortable in the silence when no

one chips in. But I thank God for the seniors in

Wednesday Hall that helped to start conversations and
ceate an open and warm atmosphere for the new CFers. Because of that, our new CFers felt

welcomed and was opened to sharing their opinions and responses during the bible study.

 

As the semester progressed, we didn’t just meet for bible studies on Wednesday, we started

to initiate other activities, such as meeting with other SGs to get them to know the larger CF

body and even spontaneously asking them if they’re free for lunches. I saw how our

community strengthen and got to know one another, constantly encouraging one another,

praying for one another and keeping each other accountable as we went through the book

of Mark in our bible studies. However, I think this is the start of Hall ministry, and I hope that

now as we have bonded and gotten to know one another we will start to invite our non-

Christian friends or hall roomies to be a part of this community and to share with them our

experiences and joy as a Christian. I was quite happy when my SGC (Small Group

Coordinator) told me that during one of our worship sessions, he could hear us from his

room when we were singing in the recreational room. I pray that our community would not

stay comfortable at where we are but will spur each other on, just as Hebrew 10:24 said and

go and spread the good news.

Serving in Chris
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I was also serving as camp commandant for CF camp

and that experience has taught me that I should learn

to trust God more. While planning for the camp, the

camp committee and I did not include a deadline for

application, nor did we chase the people who signed up

to pay. Because of that, a lot of members started to

pull out of the camp at the last minute and not only

was it disheartening to hear that several campers were

unable to make it, but it also meant that our camp

committee had over ordered and thus we went into

deficit. Another personal struggle that I had was that I

felt unprepared as we started the camp, and I was

constantly worrying if everything would run smoothly

or if the campers were enjoying the camp. When the

camp ended, I received positive feedback from the

campers as well as my own committee saying that the

camp was quite chill, and the deficit was also settled later on by the EXCO. Looking back, I

can really see God’s hand working and I thank God that he was there helping us plan and

execute the camp and also settling the deficit. Though I regret not trusting God more in the

situation, I am comforted by the fact that he was still there helping us and, in the future, I

would want to seek Him first and rely on him when the going gets tough.

Josiah, Wednesday Hall SG

"I pray that our community would not stay comfortable at

where we are but will spur each other on, just as Hebrew 10:24

said and go and spread the good news"

stian Fellowship
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the very

essence of

human

nature

Over the past academic year, there is so much that has happened, and now we are in

this period of lockdown. But as I look back, I found the last academic year to be an

extremely fruitful one, as I have indeed experienced emotions which I am thankful

for. A significant proportion of these experiences were due to CF, and I am thankful

to CF for the past year.

 

CF has really helped in the sense that it provides us with timely reminders that we

are Christians in the university, and that it provides us with opportunities to engage

with Brothers and Sisters in Christ. We get to hear about different viewpoints, and we

get to understand the bible better. We are also provided with a support system, and

we are able to share our concerns, troubles and ask for advice to deal with life’s

situations. I am really grateful for the people that I have met in CF, and for all the

relationships forged. In addition, the SWAT camp organized by CF has truly been a

blessing; it really provided me with the tools to understand the bible better, and to

meet new friends and new points of view. I am truly grateful for that.

 

CF has also been a very huge part in reminding me of my commitment towards

Christ; there are so many times whereby I really did not identify as a Christian, many

times where I felt like such a terrible Christian that I felt like giving up altogether. In

those periods of time, a midweek session of SG/FN really helped to remind me about

my identity in Christ and about what is truly important in this world.
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"God is there through our
darkest valleys"

This bring us to the next point: that we often have crises of faith and doubt. Many

times, I have been so disillusioned with Christianity, and I am often tempted to rely

on myself and to give in to the whims of this world. It is so easy to give in to fear and

temptation, and to get lost in this rat race. It is so easy to just forget about a God that

you may not be able to see physically, and it may be hard to have a relationship with

someone you cant see in a tangible form. The very essence of human nature simply

limits us in the ways in which we relate to God. However, as long as we have faith,

and as long as we keep our eyes open, God is there with us. God is there through our

darkest valleys, and he is holding our hands, guiding us through the darkest of times.

We should make it a habit to continuously look back at whatever has happened, and

at the problems which we saw as insurmountable. We should look back at the things

that we were not able to predict, and the things which seemed painfully obvious at

the time that simply didn’t manifest in the end. Then, we will be able to see that God

is in total control of everything that has ever happened, and that he loves us so very

much.

 

Times ahead are indeed challenging, and we may all indeed face many obstacles to

our faith, some of which are placed in front of us by us and our own inclinations

towards evil. However, so long as we truly believe that Jesus Christ is Lord and that

through him we are more than conquerors, we will gain the inevitable victory over

death and suffering! Until then, may the grace of God be with you all in all that you

do, strengthening you in your endeavors, comforting you in your times of sorrow,

and rejoicing with you in times of happiness! Amen!

 

Kee Yong, Wednesday Hall SG
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Hello my fellow CFers! If you are reading this, thank you! For pausing and taking the

time to read this particular piece of reflection. I’m Rachel Wee, from Wednesday Hall

SG. ((:

 

As I start writing this reflection (which I have procrastinated till now, the evening of

the due date for it – YiKE I’m calling myself out before Gabriel and Joel do), I wanna

say: wow what a year it has been. With that said, there are so many things to give

thanks for, and so many things to lament as well, and I hope that this reflection can

properly portray at least a tiny bit of what I have in my heart as I reminisce about my

second year (mainly Sem 2) in CF.

 

I would say that my second year in CF was a little different from the first, since I took

on a leadership position, but in a good way! Being in said role made me become

more involved in the CF and thus also appreciate her more. After 2 years of being in

NTUCF, I feel that Sem 2 is definitely the more “exciting” (but also bittersweet,

because people graduate) semester. Of course, Sem 1 is great too, it’s the time when

we meet new members and get to know them. 

yet He is faithful
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In Sem 2, I decided to re-join the Scripture Engagement Team (SET). If you don’t know

what SET is, where have you been!!!! I kid, but seriously, ask around to find out! (: I

joined SET in my first year in CF and chose not to continue in second year because I

thought I wouldn’t have been able to make time for it. But God showed me

otherwise, and I’m so glad to have gone through SET again. Shout-out to my group:

Yunling, Jet and Jaximus; I’m thankful for all your insightful thoughts and perspectives

on scripture, and our efficiency as a team (which I believe Prarthi appreciated too,

because we got to talk about frogs in our extra time HAHA). Being in SET has given

me the opportunity to see the beauty of asking questions when reading scripture,

finding

"Truly,
God's
word
knows

no
boundaries"

I recall some of my SG’s most memorable bible

studies being in Sem 1 as well, despite many

members just starting to know each other.

Truly, God’s Word knows no boundaries. (: I’ll

say it here right now, that I really thank God for

my Wed Hall SG, whom I have created so many

precious memories with over the past year,

whether during bible studies, dinners, or even

random meetups over lunch. (‘: The 2 camps

that CF holds every year also took place in Sem

1, and I thoroughly enjoyed my experiences in

both. However, if I start writing about them, this

reflection would be really long, and I know how

boring/tiring it can be to read so many pages, so

I’ll spare you guys from that (((: (definitely not

because I wouldn’t be able to meet the deadline

for this reflection!!!). Moving on to Sem 2… what

a wild ride that was.

fanswers in commentaries, and recontextualizing what we’ve uncovered as a

team. This entire process can be daunting, and I’ll be the first to admit that I

can’t see myself doing it on my own. But doing it with others is much easier,

actually fun, and very eye-opening. (Thank you to my group again, for always

letting me pick Bloomsbury HAHA.) To wrap up my point on SET, I’ve also

come to accept that no question is a stupid question! At least not when

doing bible studies. (Thank you Josiah, for truly displaying this on multiple
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bible study occasions.) Sometimes we might think that the answer to our question

would be common sense, or that there probably wouldn’t even be an answer to the

question we have. But SET has taught me to boldly ask anything! Who knows,

someone or some commentary might give a different perspective/response to what

you initially thought was common sense or invalid. God can speak to us even in the

questions that we think aren’t worthy to think about. (:

 

Now, how could I mention Sem 2 without writing about the elephant in the room that

is COVID-19, which led to CF going 100% online for the first time.

 

Online CF definitely isn’t ideal; I miss when conversations weren’t laggy, when I could

hear other people’s voices during worship, and when I could physically be (active)

with my SG and other CFers. But!! What a time to be alive! I hope this statement

doesn’t come across as insensitive (as we go through this time of COVID-19), rather,

we are truly blessed with technology in this age. A plethora of platforms – ZOOM,

Skype, Discord, Houseparty, Facetime, you name it! – has allowed us to continue to

be connected virtually, albeit not physically.

 

Even livestreams and recordings have allowed church to continue, such that we may

still hear the Word preached by our pastors, that our souls may still be fed. In fact,

we even have the opportunity to tune in to other churches’ services, be it a local

church or one across the globe. How privileged we are really!
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Whilst some of us may complain about being stuck at home with nothing to do, or

about all the changes happening in school, it pains me to think about those who are

not as fortunate as us, those who are so much more affected by the situation in

various ways.

 

Some days I catch myself being pissy about having to stay home and give up my

room on weekdays (it doubles up as my mum’s office), or about being unable to go

out and enjoy my summer break “the way it was supposed to be enjoyed”. When I

snap out of those thoughts, I sometimes feel ashamed, because I fail to remember

how much God has blessed me with a roof over my family and even smaller (but

significant !!) things that we tend to take for granted (until we lose them), like air-con,

wifi, and good health.

 

I feel like I digress. But with that being said, I am still able to share thoughts and

laughter with my CFriends over zOOm in the comfort of my home. And that in itself is

a huge thing to give thanks for! I also acknowledge and am greatly appreciative of the

Exco’s, Prarthi’s and Lim Ying’s efforts in keeping NTUCF going during such uncertain

times. Having this whole virus/social-distancing situation bombard them in the face

all of a sudden was definitely hard to deal with, especially when they already had

various events planned out for the rest of the semester. I’m sure they were as excited

to execute them as we were to attend them; what a pity they had to be

cancelled/carried out differently. Nonetheless, insightful conversations still took

place online and I believe God still moved in those virtual meetings. ((:

 

There are still so many things I have on my heart about what has happened over the

past AY in CF that I cannot possibly pen them all down in one piece of reflection (well,

at least not in this one that is here in the newsletter). I am more than happy to share

more with you who are reading this (which if you are, thank you a second time, for

making it this far into my reflection (‘:), if you ask me in real life and are not afraid of

my rambling on HAHA. For now, I would like to end off with some words of

encouragement (see next paragraph)! Or at least I hope will encourage you. Or just

some personal thoughts and prayers that have kept me going during this period.
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AY19/20 has left me with a whirlwind of emotions as I did both life and school with

CFers. This peaked towards the end of the AY when the COVID-19 situation escalated.

But through it all I am reminded that no matter how circumstances and emotions

may change, our Father doesn’t! He is well aware of every change occurring, yet He is

faithful, and His goodness is unwavering. (: It is in my prayer that we too, as children

of God, as brothers and sisters in Christ, will be unshaken as we continue to cling on

to our Rock no matter how the situation changes. May we seek and lean in closer to

Him than ever before, now that we have so much of this time that we as Uni students

always seem to think we lack! And may we continue to recognize and give thanks for

our blessings; ponder about how we can be a blessing to those around us, be it our

families, friends, or the community that we reside in; and carry on thinking about

how we can be CFers who are SALTY & LIT. (:

 

Take care, stay safe, and God bless! SEE YOU NEXT AY FOR ANOTHER EXCITING YEAR

IN NTUCF (((:

 

Rachel Wee, Wednesday Hall SG
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When we think of rest, we think of holidays, a good night’s sleep, a warm shower,

maybe a cup of tea, and waking up at noon. When Jesus talks about rest, he never

mentions anything of the like. How differently the world views rest from how Jesus

does and how we likewise should! How many of us have become restless while

resting, grown tired of it, and then gone back to work only to crave rest once again?

Jesus gives us the answer to finding this lasting rest that we constantly seek: take up

his yoke upon us.

 

 

 

 

 

 

'A yoke is a wooden beam normally used between a pair of oxen or other animals to

enable them to pull together on a load when working in pairs, as oxen usually do.'

When one ox is lagging behind, the other pulls. "My yoke is easy and my burden is

light.” When we take Jesus’ yoke upon us, Christ is the one who pulls us and leads us

- a beautiful encouragement to we who, in our fleshly weakness, often backslide and

grow weary of labouring.

Even as the academic break begins and our schedules

free up to do the things we love, let us not forget the

One who loved us first, and let us not waste another

day in pursuit of physical rest that never lasts. Let us

thus earnestly labour, for to labour is blessedness,

and God’s peace fills the souls of those who labour.

 

Staying home during the pandemic can be a breeding

place for complacency or a wonderful opportunity to

work-from-home spiritually. Therefore let this be a

reminder for all of us to stay vigilant about our

spiritual lives lest we fall short of entering into

heavenly Canaan.

"Take my yoke upon you,
and learn from me, for I

am gentle and lowly in heart,
and you will find rest for your

souls." (Matthew 11:29)

to labour is blessedness

charleen, tuesday SG
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I’m relatively new to CF. Although I attended the CF freshman camp in 2018,

procrastination and the distractions of university life meant that I only joined in

September 2019. It has really been quite a journey, one on which I have learnt and

grown greatly. I am grateful to have been a part of CF. My only regret is that I didn’t

join it early! I have really found CF to be a welcoming and loving community united by

a desire to know God and worship Him. As I had difficult attending some FN sessions,

various other initiatives like readers’ club allowed me to stay connected. I also

appreciated my SG mates who would take precious time to meet with me and get to

know me better. For those of you who might be wondering, I discovered for myself

that campus ministry is distinct and different from church or Bible study. Each has

their role to play in our spiritual walk.

 

Many people say university is the best time of your life. I’m not sure I totally agree,

but what I do know, is that our best should be dedicated to God. I think the thing

about university is that you have a whole buffet of options. That so many people

choose student ministry has been inspiring and encouraging in equal measure! It has

been so enriching for me to be in the presence of other believers who desire a

deeper relationship with God, and want to make His Name known on campus. I have

grown immensely.

 

welcoming into 
the community
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Through attending SGs and FNs, I feel that my horizons have been broadened
greatly. I have been able to see more clearly the work that God is doing on campus.
As Christians, there are many difficult issues and challenges that we have to navigate,
especially in this season of university. It is easy to be tempted or led astray by the
ways of the world. I do believe that CF equips us with knowledge to negotiate these
various obstacles, but more importantly, provides us with people who have gone
through these same challenges, who will be there to journey with us and encourage
us.
 
I guess my message would be, God has created us for community. To the many
people I have encountered on my journey in CF, whether it be my SG mates or
people I have had short (but meaningful) conversations with during FNs, thank you
for encouraging and inspiring me. To all of you, thank you for being a part of this
wonderful, loving, inclusive community.

When I first joined CF, I was surprised at the level warmth and acceptance that the

community had to a new stranger. This was what ended up convincing me to stay on

in the community and to this day, I still continue to be amazed at how welcoming the

members are. I’ve witnessed the hunger of people whose hearts are set toward

eternity and the wisdom of individuals saturated with grace and love from God

alone. The deepest regret? Not having joined earlier!

kevin, tuesday SG

christoph, wednesday hall SG
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<  Chats CF Reflec
5 mem

Hello friends! Can I get yall to share a
short personal reflection for the CF
newsletter? :) 8:31PM 

Type a message
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Yeah sure! As an SGL this year for AY, I was really afraid coming into the
year, with all the responsibilities and weight as a senior/graduating
student. I prayed and cried out to him to give me strength in leading the
SG, that God would provide for the SG and steer the SG in the direction
He calls. I was very thankful that he sent such God-fearing and genuine
people around me, from SGC (Jason, Raina), exco (Rebecca, Jethro) to all
the SG members that showed up each and every week with a smile on
their face! What I learnt was that God provides and God gives us the
strength to do things beyond what we think we can do ourselves. From
each bible study session to reaching out to the lab technicians in school
during our community engagement. It was just by his grace, that I was
able to guide the SG throughout the year. I feel that God spoke to me
through the many hard times, from project deadlines to managing time
with SG. He really allowed me to step out of my comfort zone and face my
fears in leading and managing a group of like-minded individuals! I really
hope that these friendships formed with last a lifetime, and that this
experience for each individual in Monday SG, will plant a seed in each
individuals hearts, and with his grace and mercy,  grow, blossom and
multiply in the community that he/she is placed in!

tion Thread
bers

Clement Y4 Mon SG

8:45PM

Our SG with the lab technicians! 8:46PM
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<  Chats

Type a message

Woah thanks Clement and Yu Qian for your
sharing. Am encouraged and heartened to
hear from you guys! 

9:18PM 

9:21PM 

CF Reflec
Yu Qian Y4 Wed
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Woah Clement's one nice sia. Here's mine!
 
“Congratulations, congrats, you’ve graduated. 
Even with all the congratulations, I can’t smile, I’m afraid I will miss it too much. 
... 
You know graduation. Even though it’s over, it’s not the end.” 
 
Sharing some translated lyrics of a Kpop song called Start Line, which I currently
relate to quite a bit :)

It’s bittersweet thinking about graduating from school and this ministry
which I’ve spent 4 years in, yet I have seen and tasted how God is good to
me - through the wonderful people I have met and things I have learnt. Even
though it’s a confusing time of how circuit breaker has ended the last school
semester for me, I trust that God will continue to refine and prepare me for
the new season ahead, so keep persevering on my friends.

Yu Qian Y4 Wed Hall SG
To add on, CF has popped my own bubble and helped me to think what’s upon God’s
heart so that I may learn to view situations and people not from my own lenses. I’ll miss
CF definitely! And I am thankful for the wonderful memories made. At the end of the
day, I pray that this student ministry will become a place where you see God working
both in you and the people around you, and stay close to many of your hearts too.

tion Thread
Hall SG is typing...

Yu Qian Y4 Wed Hall SG

9.:12PM

9.:15PM

9.:20PM
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COVID-19
On 11th February, the NTU administrative office started releasing

news on COVID-19 and measures we had to take for necessary

precautions. The measures started out small, such as temperature

taking and taking down contact numbers of students who attended

our events. 

 

On 16th March, we received news that all clubs and societies' events

had to be cancelled. Our long awaited "Public Talk", an evangelistic

event planned with CCF and ISCF had to be cancelled immediately.

 

On 19th March, NTU-CF officially converted all of our physical events

to be on online platforms such as Zoom and Discord. We continued

meeting up with each other virtually.

 

Today, all of us have to remain at home during the circuit breaker.

Together, we share in our experience of loss and adversity. In the

next few pages, students share reflections amid the COVID-19 crisis. 
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Flourishing in
the midst of

adversity
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<  Chats

Ohya can I also ask that in light of COVID-19
now, how are all of you coping or anything you
would like to say to encourage the CFers?
Anyone can share!

Also, flip right for more COVID-19 sharings! :)

THANKS SO MUCH FRIENDS! I'm sure
CFers will appreciate all of your reflections
and encouragements. Keeping all of you in
prayers!

CF Reflec
5 mem

9:35PM 

10:40PM

7
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tion Thread
bers

10:03PM

Wynnifred Y1 Thu Hall SG
“Your plans are still to prosper 
You have not forgotten us
You’re with us in the fire and the flood”
 
I was listening to some worship songs last night when these lyrics stood out to
me. It was a timely reminder that in times of crisis, God remains closer than ever
and He has not abandoned us. Let’s remember that no matter what lies ahead,
we can rest assured that God goes before us. Through every trial we face, we
know that God is holding us by the hand and walking with us. All we have to do
is remain in Him and not be discouraged. Press on everyone!!!

10:26PM

Hi! this period of quarantine has been pretty hard for me. You would think that with more free
time I can focus my time on God but alas, I seem to want to do everything BUT turn to God.
It's a struggle to establish a routine with God when there is no routine in my life right now.
That being said, I'm thankful that God remains faithful to me throughout this phase of
disobedience. Support and encouragement have come from unexpected places that remind me
of how God continues to work in different people in different ways. Hopefully, you (the
reader) can pray for me! I hope to establish a routine with God after I have submitted all my
assignments for the year and throughout the circuit breaker period. 1 Peter 8-9, Be alert and
of sober mind. Your enemy the devil prowls around like a roaring lion looking for someone to
devour. 9 Resist him, standing firm in the faith, because you know that the family of believers
throughout the world is undergoing the same kind of sufferings. Let’s continue to look out for
one another!

Ethan Y2 Thu Hall SG
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How to love our
neighbours?

How to love our
neighbours?

Reflections and actionable-s on Jesus' commands Reflections and actionable-s on Jesus' commands 

In March, my church friend was appealing
for help to go canvassing for rough
sleepers who were affected by the Malaysia
lockdown. On two nights, I went along and
took prayer walks while looking out for
people who might possibly be sleeping on
the streets. On the first night, it was around
Boon Lay, and on the second night,
Admiralty. I lived in Boon Lay, so Admiralty
was a bit out of the way.
 
Not that I am complaining or unwilling, but
when I was in Admiralty, I mused that there
must be Christians in every neighbourhood
who could take a 45 minutes’ walk of a
radius of 500 meters from where they are
staying, to look for brothers and sisters
who might be in need of a place to stay that
night. I mentioned this to my friend who
was on the walk with me, and he remarked
that that will be a dream come through!
 
Though we are aware that there are places
that rough sleepers are more likely to take
shelter, wouldn’t that be such a thorough
sweep? We quickly brushed off that
thought as it seemed too idealist and went
on for the night.
 
That night’s thought led me to reflect on
what should be the individual Christian’s
response to the things we see happening
around us. How should I expect every
Christian to act in loving their neighbours?
 
In my observation, it seems that many
Christians are of higher socio-economic
status (SES) locally. I tried to find research 

on this and a 2008 paper (1) supports that,
saying, “Christians tend to be … of higher
SES in terms of occupation, income, and
housing type.”. I bring this up because it is
my experience that this circuit breaker has
been exceedingly comfortable at home for
me. I have the comfort of being in my
home with my family members, I have
space to do my schoolwork, read, surf the
internet, bake, cook, watch shows, as and
when I please. This comfortable mode of
living only served to reinforce passivity
towards my neighbours that is innate in
me.
 
Though I am comfortable and mandated to
stay at home, what does it mean for me
that Jesus, when replying to what the most
important commandment is, says, (2)

(1) Kiong, T. (2008). Religious Trends and Issues in Singapore. In Religious Diversity in
Singapore (pp. 28-54). ISEAS–Yusof Ishak Institute.
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“The most important is, 
‘Hear, O Israel: The Lord our God, the

Lord is one. And you shall love the
Lord your God with all your heart and

with all your soul and with all your
mind and with all your strength.’ The

second is this: ‘You shall love your
neighbour as yourself.’ There is no
other commandment greater than

these.” (2)

Siao liao, Jesus always has these crazy
commands for his followers to uphold. As
myself? That’s a pretty high order, Jesus.
Well I live in such comfort, I ought to desire
such comfort being made available to my
neighbours as well? What ought I desire for
my neighbours that I can say I love them? 
 
But we say, well, we cannot leave the
home now though, so my neighbour is
literally my immediate neighbour?
Obviously not, because we cannot even
interact with our physical neighbours right
haha. To the question of who our
neighbour is, Jesus also clearly indicates
that we are a neighbour to whomever we
show mercy (3).
 
Due to the lockdown, we hear of increase
in occurrences of domestic violence in
homes, livelihoods affected, migrant
brothers suffering injustice, domestic
workers cooped up at home without
designated rest, mental health issues
amongst the elderly, etc. There are too
many. Aren’t these people our
neighbours whom we need to show
mercy to?

(2) Mark 12:29-31
(3) Luke 10:29-37

But we ask, well, we cannot leave the
home now though, how to love? How to
show mercy? How to go, and do likewise?
Glad you asked! If you need some ideas, I
have included some ways that you can love
your neighbour practically at the end of the
newsletter. These are initiatives by existing
groups of people.
 
Apart from that, I would like to challenge
you (and myself) to think creatively on how
we can be obedient to the great
commandment to love God with all your
heart and with all your soul and with all
your mind and with all your strength and
love others as ourselves. If we can think
creatively of how to meet for service
through live streaming service, if we can
think creatively of zooming our friends to
study and exercise, if we can think
creatively of sending food deliveries and
care packages to our friends, all despite
physically distancing, shouldn't we also be
thinking creatively about what we can do to
love our neighbours?
 
In desiring to justify ourselves, we often try
to find ways around Jesus’ commands. Let
us not be like the lawyer, who in desiring to
justify himself, asked to Jesus, “And who is
my neighbour?”. Jesus is clear in his
command – “Love your neighbour as
yourself”, “Go, and do likewise”.
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Disclaimer 1: I acknowledge that for those who feel unsafe to leave
the house for prolonged periods because of legitimate reasons e.g.
living with people who are at higher risks, the act of love might be to
stay at home. You may have your reasons and I understand! That’s
totally fine, please don’t feel bad. It might even be the best if we all
stay safe by staying at home. What I am urging us to is to exercise the
same creativity in loving our neighbours, because Jesus' command to
love our neighbour still holds despite distancing.

MNVCF MASKS

Disclaimer 2: I hope you don’t do anything out of guilt. I think
in a time of change, uncertainty, and having to stay at home, it
is just less likely that we things like neighbourly love will occur to
us. So, I thought to write about them for us to consider. If you
feel uncomfortable about this, please talk to your CF friends 
about why you might feel that way. If you feel like we 
ought to as a CF do something to love our neighbours, 
please also talk to your CF friends about it. You are free 
to let me know if you want to work together to love our 
neighbours as a CF! Please reach out to me (Tele: 
Beckypie24) if you have this desire, and I’ll be glad for us 
to do that as a CF. 

Help is needed in redirecting masks,
sanitisers, thermometers from the
churches to the various NGOs and
frontlines needing them urgently.
Since we are not able to meet
physically as church for some time,
consider appealing to your pastors
for this as an act of love to neighbour. 
Please do share this around and help
us continue to do so such that more
can be done.
 
Steady lar, How can I help?-
www.tinyurl.com/vcfmasks
  
Aiyo, what if my Pastor don't think
I'm legit? - we started circulating this
in an ecumenical pastoral network in
SG
https://tinyurl.com/vcfmaskslettertop
astors

Here a
cau

Here a
caus

They seek to help migrant workers who
may be displaced from their
accommodations and jobs during
COVID-19. They partner Homeless
Hearts of Singapore, SGCare,
Healthserve and other NGOs to provide
food, shelter and daily living expenses to
affected workers both male and female.
Volunteer here:
tinyurl.com/projectprovidence2020

MNVCF MASKS 😷

Project Providence
2020

Project Providence
2020
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are the
ses:

are the
ses:

Rebecca Goh

project management and liaison
with external stakeholders, 
organise emails/messages/photos
and send to MW / pen pal, 
potentially some translation; 
review of sensitive or inappropriate
messages

This is a new initiative from Micah
Singapore to connect migrant workers
(MWs) with children as pen pals
through Micah Singapore as
intermediary (digital post office) to
help MWs psychologically/emotionally
through the circuit breaker period.
Specific roles needed: 
1.

2.

3.
4.

Volunteer here:
https://tinyurl.com/micahpenpals

Micah Engage Pen PalsMicah Engage Pen Pals

Manpower needed to help with various aspect of the
programme. Role to be defined and assigned after signing up
and collating your area of skills through this form. You will be
contacted later on. 
Volunteer here: https://tinyurl.com/COVIDMSC

COVID Migrant Support CoalitionCOVID Migrant Support Coalition

Exercise your
creativity!

How to love our
neighbours?

Exercise your
creativity!

How to love our
neighbours?
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Hi CFers, this period is likely going to be a difficult and
stressful couple of weeks. Especially as finals picks up and
assignment submissions are due, usually this is the period
where we find solace and comfort amongst our friends
and/or significant others, but this seems to be near
impossible with the circuit breaker being put in place, and I’m
sure many were shocked when it was extended. 
 
Having said that, I believe that this is precisely the reason
why we need to band together as a Christian Fellowship
Community, to encourage one another to grow in Christ
during this time of uncertainty. For the exiled Israelites in
Babylon who received Jeremiah’s letter containing the often
quoted-out-of-context verse of Jeremiah 29:11, I believe they
too were afraid and anxious about what next day, week,
month or year might bring. But Jeremiah’s message was
clear: trust God, He has a plan. In time we may even realise
its beauty and perfection.

But Jeremiah's
message was clear:
trust God, He has a

plan. In time we may
even realise its beauty

and perfection.

malcolm

I am thankful to have such a 
Christian community in school 
that cares for me and all its 
members so much. I see CF 
as more than a group to come
together to talk about the Bible,
they are also a group to life with. The friends I’ve made in CF
have provided me with the emotional support that I truly
needed in school, and I hope that this can be  said by all
members in CF. I encourage CFers to still meet online for
whatever reason, from meeting to keep updated on each
other’s lives to meeting for a study session but actually
everyone is watching their own shows while making a serious
face so the rest think you’re actually doing work.

“Why are you cast down, O my soul, 
and why are you cast in turmoil within me? 
Hope in God; for I shall again praise in Him,

my salvation and my God. (Psalms 43:5)

Let us not become dejected by life’s troubles, but instead place

our hope in God and look forward to better times to come

together.
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roy

Whatever the Lord pleases, he does,
in heaven and on earth,
in the seas and all deeps.

(Psalm 135:6)

Hi everyone! Just wanted to pass on a simple reflection
I had this season. I was doing cell on zoom the other
week and they brought up one of my favourite books
in the bible, Job. They brought up the scene where the
accuser shows up in the council of angels and had an
exchange with God. After the cell ended, I took time to
reflect on why God would see to it that these things
happen. And simply, that would be my point here –
God allows it. In this pandemic, I heard many pastors
and leaders online share about how the enemy attacks
us with disease and violence and by no means I
disagree but sometimes I wonder has that made us feel
like God is no longer in-charge? I sure hope not. Or
maybe I just tuned to channels that focused on a
different matter. I want to spread this message of hope
I received while spending time with Him, God is
sovereign.

He is in control of all of it. Do our part and follow our
leaders’ advices! It will pass! So, I thought of some
prayer pointers :) 

1. Pray that our spiritual eyes and ears are tuned in
with God even more so this season! May all our
faith level up during this period.
 
2. Pray our country leaders and civil servants are
kept healthy and well. May them and their
families stay united during this crisis.
 
3. Pray for the larger body of Christ for faith to
arise! Let us not lose hope but let our cries or
praise and worship get even louder at home. Grow
our convictions deeper in the word and in
spending time praying and conversing with God.

I just wish you guys all the best during this circuit
breaker and stay positive! It can be difficult for some
of us and starting to feel the strain of being confined
to the same people for over 2 plus weeks now.
However, I count it a privilege to miss friends. I can
just imagine that day when we return to church, the
prayers that would overflow, cries of worship shaking
up the place – the thickness of faith being awakened
again!!! Bless you guys.
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The COVID-19 situation has always
weighed heavily on my heart. It has
been three months since I first
started following the news on the
corona virus and things have indeed
changed quickly and drastically.
Now spending more time at home, I
have grown to approach everything
with immense thankfulness.
 
With the circuit breaker measures in
place, churches have been forced to
move online. Everyone has had to
adapt to physical fellowship sessions
such as SG being converted to
online Zoom meetings, and Sunday
service to live streams. School has
also moved online, with graded
assessments and quizzes that would
take up substantial percentages of
our final grade. Many new problems
have since surfaced: Some of us
suffer from being unable to worship
as well as before, or connect with
our fellow brothers and sisters with
the same level of closeness as
before. Some who share rooms with
siblings are bothered by privacy
issues. Some of us are more
distracted than usual and cannot
concentrate on our work. Yet others
are frustrated by family quarrels
over shared spaces or differing sleep
schedules.
 
 

With the numbers increasing every
day and as more heart-wrenching
stories are shared around, it is easy
to fall into a feeling of despair. After
all, everyone is affected in one way
or another. We have been, and will
be, stuck in this (circuit) broken
situation for quite some time. But in
the midst of all this, I learnt to lift
up my eyes and look.
 
1. Look on the bright side. This is the
perfect opportunity to work on my
above mentioned issues and have
meaningful conversations about the
new questions in my head. I can take
this chance as a time out to mend
broken relationships and give myself
some self-care after running around
with all my responsibilities during
the school term. Even though I
cannot meet my friends, we at least
have technology to connect online. I
have also come to realise that the
corona virus brings out the best and
the worst in us. This experience is a
rare chance as I have learnt and am
still learning loads about myself as
well as the people around me, and
this helps us become better people.
Light cannot shine without
darkness; I am also very encouraged
by the kind acts of many people
who have generously given out of
their own pockets to help those in
need, as well as the selfless service
of healthcare workers and others
who are working or volunteering.
 

I struggle with all of the above. But I
thank the corona virus for bringing
out all these problems that I
otherwise would not have faced. In
fact, some, if not all, of these
problems reveal unseen issues that
have been festering under the
surface. Have I truly appreciated the
house I live in and the things that
help us get by – our fans and air-
conditioners, our refrigerators, our
clean water supply, our phones and
devices? Have I taken my family for
granted? Do I have unresolved
conflicts with my family members
who stay under the same roof, and is
God calling me to resolve them? Do
I truly know my family, or have we
become estranged over time as our
lives got busier? The same goes for
my spiritual family in church and
CF: Have I taken every Sunday for
granted, thinking that I don’t need to
invest time and effort into the
relationships there because we will
see each other again in a week’s
time? Have I grown to be passive in
my walk with God, waiting for the
physical church service to roll
around every week before I connect
with God?

"Many new problems have since
surfaced: Some of us suffer from
being unable to worship as well
as before, or connect with our
fellow brothers and sisters with
the same level of closeness as
before."

Lifting my eyes to the
hills and the Healer
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2. More importantly – most
importantly! – we should look to
God. There are many relevant
passages in the Bible which we can
reflect on to help us frame our
mindset, but let me share with you
Romans 8, which gave me immense
encouragement during this
pandemic. Creation groans, awaiting
the glorious future; we, too, look
forward to the end of our suffering.
While people are literally being
“slaughtered like sheep” by the virus,
let us remember that God has shown
His unending love by sending His
Son, and that nothing can separate
us from God’s love.
 
 
 
 
 
For I am convinced that neither
death nor life, neither angels nor
demons, neither the present nor the
future, nor any powers, neither
height nor depth, nor anything else
in all creation, will be able to
separate us from the love of God
that is in Christ Jesus our Lord. -
Romans 3:38-39
 
God is our Abba, Father, who loves
us deeply. And not only that – He is
also powerful. Had He not given
permission, the virus would not have
been allowed to take so many lives
today. While I don’t know His
purpose now, I take comfort in the
fact that He is still in control. He is
always in control.
 
This year, Easter passed with a
strange quietness. While I struggled
to get myself to focus and reflect
deeply on what Christ has done for
us, I received a wonderful reminder
that although we are all physically
separated, Christians all around the
world celebrated the same event
while facing the same difficulties,
with many experiencing much more
pain than we do in Singapore. But
the fact remains that Jesus has
overcome the world. Churches all
around the world are empty; so was
the tomb.
 

During this period, God also spoke to
me about the importance of
testimony. Over the past few
months, I found myself pondering
questions like these: Do we hold on
to a complacent mindset? Did we
take Singapore’s healthcare for
granted? Did we not take e-learning
seriously? Should we have treated
our teachers with more empathy,
who have themselves also spent
extra effort in coming up with
alternative lessons and
assessments? Have we cared
enough for the migrant workers in
Singapore? Ecclesiastes 11:9 says
that we can enjoy ourselves while
we are young, but remember that we
are accountable to God, who judges
us. In these times of difficulty, it
would be wise to also be aware of
how our non-Christian friends may
view us if we are not careful in our
decisions and actions. In fact, why
not use this as an opportunity to
share our faith with our friends?
May the Lord open our eyes and
soften our hearts to those hurting
around us, and give them comfort
through our words and acts of
encouragement.
 
 
 
 
I hope that we can all emerge from
this circuit breaker stronger. With
the extra time we save from staying
at home, let us spend it with our
Father. Let us bring all our troubles
and worries to Him. Let us
remember the vulnerable, pray for
their protection and do what we can
to help. Let us mourn with those
who mourn. Let us start
conversations with our friends to
encourage and build up in these
trying times.
 
I thank God for the hope that we
have in eternity. We may be in the
middle of a raging storm, but God is
still in control. He is right here with
us.
 
Hui Wan Yan Winnie
Thursday Hall Small Group
 

"While I don’t know His purpose
now, I take comfort in the fact
that He is still in control. He is
always in control."

"Over the past few months, I
found myself pondering questions

like these: Do we hold on to a
complacent mindset?"
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stay home,
stay faithful

During this COVID-19 period, most of us (rather, all of us) should
be spending our time at home. We might be disappointed about
how this virus has affected our lives as it puts a pause on all the
plans we had post-semester. 
 
Although tough to explain why this is happening, we can be
thankful that we are bless with:
1) the knowledge that this is part of God’s plan
2) the free spared up time
3) the wisdom to spend this time.
 
With the free time, we should steward our time wisely with the
opportunity to give God the best time to honor Him. It’s about
understanding the potential for time given, for we are called to
“Honor the Lord with your wealth, with the first fruits of all your
crops;” (Proverbs 3:9).
 
If you are running out of ideas to spend time on, the BEER ladies
came up with 4 things to do at home!

 
Brittany, Ee Wern, Esther, Rebeccca;

Monday SG
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Alone1

embroidery

On picking up a
new hobby: For some, having to spend

time alone during these

trying times is dreadful.

For me, such a time is

rare, and possibly a

blessing in disguise. There

is delight in retreating to

a solitary place - home, I

consider myself privileged

to be able to enjoy a

season of undistracted

focus on the Lord through

His word. 

 

Brittany

Reflection

I've recently picked up
embroidery as a means

to enrich myself!

With people 2
that are still possible with today's technology.
Being isolated in hall made me appreciate the relationships God has blessed me
with more so than ever. I thank God that COVID-19 came at a time where we
have the luxury of tools ready to enable us to connect with each other virtually. I
can still meet my friends, hear about their day and pray together. Most
importantly, I thank God that church services can still continue. I pray that God
will encourage many Christians through this difficult period, and we all grow in
our faith when this is all over. 

EE WERN

Even though we are separated
physically, there are many activities 
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Have virtual dinners
over Zoom* or Skype*
Share latest recipe
discoveries with each
other
Arrange food delivery
surprises for a dear
friend

Start a 30-day Home
Workout challenge*
with a friend
Set a daily timing to
virtually workout
together
Encourage each other
Keep each other
accountable

Watch your favorite
shows together
with Netflix Party*
Play games and trivia
on House Party*
Discover your talented
artist friends on
skribbl.io*

EXERCISE ENTERTAIN EAT

Stay Home, Stay Fit!

Bye-Bye Sweat!

Chase Away Boredom!

Welcome the Fun!

Food Brings Us Together!

Nom Nom Nom.

For people3

Donate your clothes to those in need

Write a letter of encouragement and post them to your friends or
frontline workers

Buy food to be delivered to your friends

Engage everyone by doing a virtual choir

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Here's a list of things we can do for others without breaching social distancing rules:  
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psst ideas that are asterisked are linked to websites where you can do these things

https://www.zoom.us/
https://www.skype.com/en/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SkEl_LPd07o
https://www.netflixparty.com/
https://houseparty.com/
https://skribbl.io/


With God 4

I was very confused by this situation, and it
affected me more than I would like to admit.
After sharing this with some people, the idea
of lamenting was raised.
 
I was unsure of how to respond to this
pandemic and my first instinct was to be
disappointed as I had many graduation plans.
I have also seen how others have responded
with a simple statement such as: "this is the
end times" and remain indifferent to the
increasingly visible injustices happening to
marginalise communities like the migrant
workers. 
 
Hence, I want to firstly reflect on what is
going on. As Jeremiah ended his lament with
protest instead of praise in Jeremiah 20, I too
want to remain honest to God when serving
Him. Maybe what is needed for me is to
firstly dwell in the sadness of everything
before responding to it.

Rebecca Thng

Although the outlook on the current situation is rather bleak, I am grateful
towards God  for the opportunity he has granted us to spend more time with
our families. However, not everyone have the same opportunity to take a
break and are not doing as well as the rest of us. These people may include
frontline workers or people who were separated from their loved ones due to
COVID-19.  I pray that we could use the time God has given us to look out
for these people and encourage others with words of support at times like
this.

 
Esther

Jeremiah lamenting the destruction of Jerusalem
 

Painting by Rembrandt

Things you can do during the
quietness of CB

Photo by Jessica Lewis from Pexels

journaling is a good way to let all your
feelings out and to clear your thoughts
there are many free devotional materials
available online such as John Piper's short
book titled "Coronavirus and Christ"

Spend time jotting down your devotional
reflections

(https://www.desiringgod.org/books/coronavi
rus-and-christ)

they might be able to provide a
new perspective
remember to keep an open mind
and take what they say with a
pinch of salt! :)

Read what christian writers have to
say about COVID-19
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Prayers and
reflections from
our IFES family
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I don't know why it's happening now, but I

think that God wants to teach us something

or reminds us that we aren't like masters of

Earth, so The End will come, but not now.

It's just a time to remember, I think. I  just

want that may God will be done, because

only His grace can stop the virus and restore

everything

I don't panic, but I really worry about other

families, who need money for products,

Internet, apartments and etc. May God

cares about socially vulnerable layer of

population..

1.

2.

entral Asia, Anon

Thank God that at UTS and most Australian

universities ministry has still been

happening online, and that there has been

heaps of engagement from a lot of people.

Pray that uni students will be able to trust

God and lean on each other to find

encouragement. It’s a tricky time and lots of

people are really missing being able to meet

together but it has also provided many

opportunities for people to read the bible

with their non Christian friends.

Pray this event will help Australian uni

students realise they aren’t in control, and

they will go looking for the God that is. Pray

God will use this event to save Aussie uni

students

1.

2.

3.

Pray for all students in Cambodia. Because

of COVID-19, all schools and universities are

close and we don't know when schools and

universities start again.

Now all churches in Cambodia are closed

too. Pray for Christians in Cambodia to

stand firm and be brave to share the good

news in this situation.

For me, pray for wisdom and strength to

serve in SONOKO (Cambodia’s equivalent of

CF)   through this difficult time, and our

students to grow through this.

1.

2.

3.

Some small groups lost their seekers or the

group disintegrated so pray, that the smaller

group keeps those members, who are really

in need

Many need the motivation to focus, write a

thesis, essays and study hard. Please pray

for non-Christian members of the group, to

find love, peace, and Jesus among us.

Pray for new leaders, and for the groups,

where the leaders finish their ministry. Pray

for the leadership of the movement to have

unity and trust.

1.

2.

3.

ustralia, Rachel ambodia, Sina Khoun

ungary, Sara
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Country - Please pray that our leaders may

be given wisdom in handling the COVID19

situation, especially with matters regarding

the implementation of community

quarantine, since the curve doesn't seem to

flatten yet but there are families that live

from hand to mouth so not being able to

work because of the quarantine is a struggle

for them.

University - Our campus is fighting for mass

promotion for the sem because not

everyone has access to the internet and the

stress of the situation may be taking its toll

on the students. Currently however the

Board of Regents of the university system

decided to still require students to submit

academic stuff within a year and teachers to

give numerical grades. Ofc we don't want

numerical grades to be given because we

are living in an extraordinary situation,

because there will be students that are

going to be left behind if they have limited

net and heavy responsibilities at home. So

yes, please pray for the students to be

heard.

Ministry - Please pray that our ministry thru

online will flourish and reach new people

despite being under lockdown.

Personal - For wisdom in living from day to

day during the quarantine hehe

1.

2.

3.

4.

hilippines, Lee

Pray for the Mauritian Government to take

wise and good decisions concerning the

period after lockdown.

Pray for the mauritians who are struggling

with loss of job and making end meet due to

the covid-19 affectinng the economy.

Pray for the faith of Christians in Mauritius

to strengthen and learn to be content in the

midst this difficult situation. Also to be

zealous to reach out to others in need.

1.

2.

3.

auritius, Emilie

etherlands, Esther

Pray for people who have the virus and no

one can visit them, and for people who are

in serious financial problems now

1.

Pray for the students in Japan:) There are

many students( including university, high

schools, elementary schools) who haven’t

had a chance to study from March until now

because of the closure of the schools.

Pray for those students who feel lonely and

lose their motivation in life, that God would

be with them and give any help to them

.For Christian University students like us,

that we would know what He wants us to do

in the situation of the coronavirus. Pray that

God would use us for his glory.

1.

2.

3.

apan, Hana
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Well, thanks to God, the situation around

here It’s pretty organized, but the fear about

COVID-19 it’s in the air.

My personal experience it’s the same as a

lot of students, my parents are living

outside of the city and I’m here in Santiago

studying alone. When this situation started

it was really fast so I didn't have the

opportunity to leave Santiago and go to my

parents house, so I’m here stuck completely

alone. No matter that, my and my family are

completely in God’s hands so we trust in our

great and powerful Father. I know the

situation around the world is really hard

and some places are totally devastated

because of COVID-19, but we are God’s

children and his words said in Psalm 27 “The

LORD is my light and my salvation- whom

shall I fear? The LORD is the stronghold of

my life- of whom shall I be afraid?” And as

his sons that needs to be our trust.

I know at first it can be really hard, and so

much of us can feel fear but our God is

bigger than that. We need to choose Faith

over Fear ♥

1.

2.

3.

For America, pray for healing from the virus

and peace in our hearts too

For me, I lead a bible study for East Asian

students and one of them is a woman who

has never read the Bible before and I told

her about the story of Jesus last night! Pray

that she would come to know Jesus!

1.

2.

nited States,Graceantiago, Sergio Jeria Tello
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Lord, have mercy
 
O God
We are your people
 
But so often we suffer from amnesia
And forget how to live as your people
Instead we organise our lives around the language of efficiency,
productivity and KPIs
 
And now as the world both comes to a halt and goes into overdrive
It is a world that has become so... aberrant
That it is difficult to speak of efficiency, productivity and KPIs
But instead of death tolls, daily cases (local? foreign?) and (un)known
clusters
 
Dear God, in the midst of this dread and disorientation
There is a growing, glaring double reality between our community
cases and foreign workers, 
And in reading more of the plight of these workers, 
Or the language that treats them as a threat to be contained
I am moved to grief, but also a sense of helplessness
I barely know how or what to pray, perhaps even how or what to truly
feel,
 
I could comfort myself uneasily that I had no part to play in this, 
I am not the government 
Nor am I a dorm operator I am just ordinary folk,
Trying to do my job and live life
Though I do wonder about remote complicity
My comfortable blindness of the lives of those far removed from mine
And ultimately, my un-neighbourly silence
 
Lord, have mercy

Lord, Have Mercy
Closing Prayer:
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And in this turning to you I am reminded that you! are a God
who spoke blessing to a foreigner in a strange land
and demands justice for the dispossessed Liberty to the captives
A God of hesed, who became one of us
Who says love neighbour as self
 
Forgive us, Father, for we have sinned against you.
For “we have not loved our neighbours,
and we have not heard the cry of the needy.”
 
May we be a people who are quick to repent—whether of our complicit
ignorance or the
temptation to find our comfort in places that muffle the pleas for
justice
May we be a people who are quick to examine self—willing to confront
uncomfortable truths about our lives and society
 
Loom large in us
Even as we struggle to see and hear you amidst disarray
Even as we attempt to lament
And endeavour to give thanks,
May our lament not turn to bitter complaint
Nor our thanksgiving to obtuse displays of privilege
May you renew our seeing and our hearing
So that in seeing, we may perceive you in our neighbour
and in hearing, we may discern the voices of those who cry out
 
In our movement from the Friday of Lent to the Sunday of Easter, may
we (re-)learn to form our
lives around wonder, love and praise
—new life in communion with you and 
neighbour
 
Have mercy on us for
we are your people,
O God
 
Christ, have mercy
Lord, have mercy
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hello.ntucf@gmail.com

@ntucf

https://t.me/NTUCF
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